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Introducing Fit to Perform

Reference: https://www.eitdigital.eu/innovation-entrepreneurship/health-and-wellbeing/fit-to-perform/
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPrdPZHlYjg
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One project | 2 Different use cases

Professional Trucking

Private driving

Fit to Perform
Professional Trucking
Fit to Perform Team| Eindhoven - London | November 2015

Fit to Perform in a nutshell ….
Professional driving
EIT Digital High Impact Initiative Fit to Perform
Objective
Deliver the tachograph of tomorrow, making
professional driving safer, healthier and more
efficient.

Impact
Create a triple win:
 increased road safety for the society
 improved quality of life for the driver

Approach
Bring the vital body signs1 of the driver into the
fleet management systems, next to the vehicle
operation data2 and the operating environment
data3, to close the loop.

 improved profit margin for the
transportation sector

1

activity, stress, sleep, …
acceleration, breaking, steering, …
3 weather condition, traffic density, traffic jam, …
2
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Approach |Co-create in 3 focus areas

Business Viablity

• 2013: 36.1 million commercial
vehicles in Europe
• 2013: 3.67 million units of
fleet management systems
sold

Opportunities
(Size/Impact)

• Entry via high end; estimated
20% of total.

• Fleet owners and logistics
companies are concerned
about the health of their
workforce, and are very
enthusiastic about the impact
of Fit2Perform.
• Many large, international post
and delivery companies are
ready to trial the Fit2Perform
solution in 2016.

Industry
Needs (Pain)

Business Model
•

Business Model built on a product + service combination.

•

Hardware purchased + monthly service fee paid for
monitoring and analytics.

•

Example: Astrata will add this as a module to their existing
telematics service.

Findings
and 2016
Outlook

Our Approach
(Co-Creation)

• Maximise efficiency and reduce
fuel consumption.
• Reduce absenteeism caused by
stress and ill-health.
• Reduce TCO through
improvements in planning and
management, and maximise
the gains of a healthier
workforce.

• We are developing Fit2Perform
within our multidisciplinary
team of private business,
academic, and logistics industry
professionals.
• Together, with fleet owners, we
are co-creating the fit2Perform
solution. Conducting user
research and trials within real
logistics companies.

Findings | User Acceptance and ICT
architecture




The F2P solution should offer the driver:
•
•
•
•
•

Health support and advise
More self-control in planning and driving time
Less calculation stress
Interaction with colleagues
Lifelong healthy employment

The F2P solution should avoid:
•
•
•
•

Intrusive technology
More restrictions on driving time
Being directive
Focusing solitary on the driver

The principles of the F2P ICT architecture
•

Open value Chain
Physiological and driving data can be
simultaneously used by multiple apps

•

Controlled Privacy
Driver is in control over who / which app
can access his (physiological) data

•

Distributed implementation
With seamless interoperability between
the in-cabin tablet and the back-end cloud.
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Technical Feasibility | Deep insights driven

Transport
industry Input

• Major expenses in the industry are: fuel consumption, wear and tear and absenteeism
• There is a major labour shortage in the industry
• There is a need for improvement in drivers’ health and wellbeing

Direction

• F2P target to reduce drivers’ stress and improve drivers health & wellbeing will reduce absenteeism
• F2P target to reduce drivers’ stress and improve disadvantaged driving behaviour will reduce fuel consumption and operation
cost
• F2P target to Improve alertness of drivers’ at work will reduce wear and tear of the truck and road accidents

Literature
Evidence

• Modifying driving behaviour has a potential to lower fuel consumption
• Vigilance and fatigue account for over 72% of road accidents
• A majority of drivers (58.6%) admitted that they occasionally drive while fatigued or drowsy

F2P claim

Early evidence
Study outcome

Benefits for
stakeholders

• Health check data shows cohort of drivers are in poor health. These can be linked to early retirement.
• Our studies can predict when the driver is about to fall asleep
• Our studies can indicate drivers stress along their route
*Based on current studies, of approx. 40 drivers, analysis in progress
• Reduction of 10% in total of the tco’s including fuel consumption
• Improve drivers health and well being and reduction in absenteeism
• Reduction in wear and tear of the trucks and road accidents
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“Stress on the map””
• The image illustrates verification with the driver on the reason for stress: roadworks, hilly area and a narrow filling
station.
• The value of this visualisation was expressed by both internal and external business partners.

Red = stress
Blue = relaxation
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Successful pre-commercialisation stage
• Industry expressing a real need for the F2P product/service
• Business feedback confirms the unique value proposition
• Continuous feedback from end user (managers, planners,
drivers) helped to improve the product offering
• Positive insights and feedback gained at major industry events:
• IFA 2015 – Berlin
• IAA 2015 – Frankfurt
• POST Expo 2015 – Paris
F2P will be the tachograph of tomorrow, replacing not only the current technology
in place, but also the legislation controlling driving hours
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Summary | Midterm status per end
of 2015
 Clear relation found linking physiological features and
driving behaviour (Go / NoGo milestone / decision)
 Co-creation (integration, testing & validation) with industry partners:
fleet management systems providers, fleet owners and truck drivers
 2 concrete business model applications that integrate the unique
value proposition
 Extension to existing telematics

solutions for primary and
aftersales markets
 Addition to occupational

health policies
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Achieved Milestones
Focus groups

Identify user acceptance
Refine business model
Experiment in the driving simulator to collect data (ongoing)
Addressed users’ privacy concerns
Initial prototype
Driver interface
Insurance company interface
Design of the experiment in the wild with real users
A concrete business model with and insurance company as a business champion
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Focus groups
48 people divided into 7 Focus Groups (5 in Turin and 2 in Trento) and grouped
according to the CARDIF requirements (age, tech experience, driving habits etc.).
1) Attitudes: WEARABLE  and CAR BOX  (are considered USEFUL and SATISFYING)
While INSURANCE  (YOUNG, HIGH TECH  vs ELDERLY, LOW TECH  - in particular for Privacy)
Elder

2) Personas:
Young
Fit

Young
Party

Adult
Mom

Adult
Tech

3) Desired equipment: they designed their ideal concept
Overall
Concept
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Simulations
GOAL:

• When:

To find a correlation
between accidents and
physiological and driving
parameters

•

20th July – 10th December
• Who:
36 young drivers (21-30 years old)
• What:
Driving in two different conditions:
normal and sleep deprived
• How:
2-hour driving in 2 scenarios:
highway and extra-urban
• Devices: Empatica E4, Jawbone Up2

Ground Truth: Cognitive Tests and Trait/State Questionnaires
(Correlation)

•

Expected Outcomes: correlation between
•

Number of accidents or reaction time

•

Driving Style

•

Physiological parameters

•

Drowsiness / Fatigue
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Addressing privacy concerns
Insurance Companies are not always trusted,
especially when they can exploit data for
multiple uses (from prevention to health risk
estimation)
• Privacy must be proactively embedded into
the design of such services:
Users Centricity, Control and Transparency
must be provided to customers
(Privacy by Design principles)
- control the collected data (right to delete,
renounce benefits)
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Driver dashboard

20

Insurance Company dashboard
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In the wild experiment
Driving Risk Model
(from simulated experiments)

€
%
Data Acquisition
& Streaming

Data Storing
& Analysis

Customer
profiling
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Business model
A more precise insurance fee with respect to competitors:

• The risk is targeted in a more efficient way with respect to the
traditional parameters. Driving and Health parameters are included the
tariff calculation (Discount for those who drive better and are more fit
due to risk reduction)
• Suggest the adoption of healthier behavior
• Contribute to safety on the roads

• Single driver policy including one wearable
• Other segments to come after the first pilot
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Conclusions and further steps
 The work is still in progress…
 Landscape analysis shows market for private car F2P

 Users see F2P as useful
 Insurance companies will be business champions
 Next activities
 Establish technical feasibility of F2P in the wild
 Bring it to the market through a large scale pilot!
Followed by linked insurance offers e.g., health
insurance, based on F2P platform
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